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Hi, I usually look forward to the fitgirl repack, but impatiently installed CODEX. The game was installed along with CODEX. There was also a
final dialogue: Choose your future, press Origin and get your ship: You asked me, "What are you doing here?" Today you have to go to

Chakoskwajok... ...continue to carry out your missions... Before you is a brand new game, which is apparently at the stage of alpha testing. We
once again have to take control of one of the so-called "heroes". You entered the room and suddenly someone grabbed your hand... Do not rush
to show your emotions - keep moving forward: And now aliens will take you and send you into their space... Salvation came from where they

did not expect ... God created man to kill God... This man wants to destroy... And in the end you decide what you have to do... You will have to
change your life and go in search of... And here are the chests: Have you collected a lot of money? Congratulations! But do not be discouraged,
because this is not all. You have opened another stone, and in this toy you need to click on this stone... While the first people were getting out
of the jungle, they could collect various useful items, including weapons. So the first sniper appeared. Lucifer returns from the dark world to

this light. The threads of fate intertwine and stretch... But you still don't know what to do? Then we will help you! You led us to the sacred icon
- the Two-faced Goddess! The Goddess has blessed you and left many instructions! Fulfilling them, you must save the world from the all-

powerful witch! What does your kind mean? It is said that your beasts have supernatural powers. Can you manage them? But first you need to
equip... (To do this, just click on the arrow at the top left... In the gallery on your ip-address, you will see the modes that are needed: DLC,

New character and Starter. As soon as you finished equipping, a skull appeared on your ship... Become the new owner of the ship - your main
character! If you're not in trouble with your car, no problem! Cars have prepared a whole sea of â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹opportunities for you! You just

need to set it up so
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